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Summary
Ø TomCo Energy plc (“TomCo”) has long
track record of investment in energy
sector and has operated in Utah for >10
years
Ø Greenfield Oil Sand Remediation Plant
(“Greenfield” or the “Plant”) addresses
a historic environmental issue
Ø Greenfield demonstrates robust
economics, generating revenues from 6
sources:
•
•
•
•

Asphalt/Heavy Oil†
Middle Distillate Oil
3 Industrial Sand grades
Construction Sand
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Ø Robust Economics NPV(10%) $777mm &
IRR 157%:
•
•
•
•

Unlevered
Forward Curve (Jan 8, 2022)
No terminal value estimated at end of
forecast period
Plant decommissioning not assumed
to be offset by salvage

Ø Environmental remediation will also
generate a commercial return:
•
•
•
•
•

Positive ESG impact
Located in Utah delivers to state
infrastructure projects
Generates Utah jobs
Buoys the State economy
Leverages existing infrastructure,
making for quick monetisation
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Company Highlights
Utilising Innovative Technologies to Unlock Value
Ø Focussed on utilising innovative technologies to unlock value from
unconventional hydrocarbon resources:
•

Oil Sand Remediation: entered a joint venture in 2020 with Valkor to utilise
3rd party Oil Sand Technology

Delivering Value in a Challenging Oil Market
Ø Product from Oil Sands is a retail IMO2020 grade Heavy Oil
Ø JV Operations from Oil Sands test plant expected to be cashflow positive, even in
a low WTI environment

Greenfield Project Structure Aligned With Investors
Ø TomCo has operational control over the project (100 % working interest)
Ø Project restructured to align stakeholder interests with investors
Ø Project development underway

Listed on AIM
Ø Strong trading support from retail investors
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Experienced Board & Management Team
John Potter: CEO & Executive Director
• Accomplished Chief Executive and project manager with many years' experience working within the energy sector
• Wide range of skills, knowledge and industry connections
• Proficient in identifying, understanding and managing project and applying optimal mitigation strategies

Malcolm Groat: Chairman Non-Executive Director
• Extensive corporate experience including roles as Chairman, Non- Executive Director, Chair of Audit, CEO, COO and CFO for a number
of companies
• Advisor on compliance and governance, strategy and operational improvement, and managing the risks of rapid change

Louis Castro: Non-Executive Director
• Highly experienced and well qualified Director and Chartered Accountant with some thirty years spent in industry and in financial
services. Has extensive finance experience, acting as CFO for publicly listed Eland Oil & Gas plc, managing risks associated with
operating in hostile jurisdictions, managing a budget of over $150m
• Provides expert change management insight, including the development of risk identification and mitigation strategies

Zac Phillips: Non-Executive Director
• Over 25 years’ experience in oil & gas and finance, working for companies such as BP, Chevron, DB Petroleum, Merrill Lynch and ING
Barings, where I undertook finance or finance related roles.
• Previously CFO for Dubai World’s oil & gas business (DB Petroleum), with responsibility for risk management, valuation and authoring
of investment proposals. During this time, I valued more than 152 transactions with a combined transaction value of in excess of
$63bn.
• Degree in Chemical Engineering from Wales and a PhD in Chemical Engineering from Bath University.
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Outline
Ø Plant to be located in Vernal Utah
Ø Commercially viable oil sand remediation
project
• A commercial solution to reduce
environmental impact

Ø Solvent composition optimised for Rimrock
sandstone formation
• 3:1 v/v solvent ratio
• Closed loop, no solvent loss
• Volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”)
recovered from sands prior to drying

Ø Friable sand and aggregate charged to the
Greenfield plant
• Sand processed to maximise surface
area exposed to solvent
- De-oiled
- Graded and sold
• Solvent recovered from oil
- Oil topped to a middle
distillate and a heavy fraction

Ø Greenfield benefits from 6 revenue streams:
• Fracking & Well Sand
• Silica
• Industrial Sand
• Building Sand
• Asphalt/Heavy Oil†
• Middle Distillate Oil (MDO)
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Location
Ø The Greenfield oil sand remediation plant is
located to the Northwest of Vernal Utah
Ø Site in receipt of a full mining permit
Ø Utilities infrastructure in place
Ø Minable resources with an average strip
ratio of 2:1
Ø Significant reserves and economic returns
confirmed by CPR
• CPR published 1Q 2022
Ø Further 55m barrels of oil in place available
for in-situ recovery; CPR pending finalisation
of development assessment
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Process
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Development Milestones

Concept Select

FEED

FID

•Review design
•Assess cost and
risk profile
•Resolve
economic
performance
•Target
Completion:
February 2022
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Detailed
Design

•Operational
optimisation
•Detailed design
•Supplier
identification
•Target
Completion:
May 2022

Finance

Development

•Secure blended
funding,
optimising
capital structure
•Negotiate
terms for
financing
•Target
Completion:
April 2022

•Order long-lead
items
•Prepare plant
location
•Construct plant
•Target
Completion:
July 2023

Commissioning

•Assess
performance
and train staff
•Commission
plant and staff
•Target
Completion:
August 2023
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Project Delivery Team
Ø Team comprised of 4 members
• TomCo Energy plc
• Valkor LLC
- Kahuna Ventures LLC
- MI Swaco
Ø Each member brings differing experience
and skillset
Ø TomCo Energy plc:
• Project lead and delivery manager
• Key skills:
- Finance
- Engineering
- Operational management
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Valkor:
Ø Design, build & transfer
Ø Key skills
• Engineering
• Procurement
• Construction
• Training
• Commissioning management and
handover
• Specialist support:
- Kahuna Ventures LLC:
‣ Engineering & Consulting
Support
- MI Swaco
‣ Materials handling
‣ Liquid/liquid extraction
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Key Metrics
Ø Greenfield developed to target the remediation
of the Utah oil sands

Ø Differentiated revenue streams provide
commodity price resilience
•

Ø Economics NPV(10%) $777mm, IRR 157%
•
•
•
•

25 year model
No terminal value estimated at end of forecast
period
Plant decommissioning not assumed to be
offset by salvage
Economic limit not reached over time horizon

Ø Production of 6 revenue streams in across 4
areas:
•
•
•

Industrial Sand
- Fracking & Well Sand
- Silica
Construction Sand
Heavy Hydrocarbon fraction
- Asphalt or Heavy oil, depending on
operating mode
- Middle Distillate Oil
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•

Liquids Hydrocarbons: Stronger
outlook, but economics based of
Forward Curve January 8, 2022,
declining to $43/bbl long term
Sand: Differentiated sand products:
- Fracking & Well
$73 Te-1
- Silica
$181 Te-1
- Industrial
$35.50 Te-1
- Construction
$9.10 Te-1

Ø Fiscal terms:
•
•
•

Federal Taxes: 21%
State Taxes: 4.95%
Severance assumed to be treated as
an oil & gas project
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Output Prices: Liquid Hydrocarbons
Ø Two heavy products produced, depending on
operating configuration

Ø General pricing environment assumed to be as
per the WTI forward curve (Updated: Jan 8,
2022)
Ø Asphalt and MDO both priced according to the
quality
Ø Revenues received gross, transport costs
charged separately according to destination
www.tomcoenergy.com
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•

Asphalt:
- Inline reconfiguration of plant
- <10˚ API – priced at a premium to WTI
‣ Current $105/bbl
Heavy Oil:
- Deemed “sweet” (<1% wt Sulphur)
- 11˚ API – priced at a discount to WTI
‣ Up to 35¢ ˚API-1 bbl-1

Price ($/bbl)

•

100

Asphalt

MDO

Heavy Oil

WTI
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Output Prices: Sand
Ø Sand priced according to end segment:

Ø Greenfield Industrial Sand sales 80% initially,
then Frack Sand deemed to decline by 5%
www.tomcoenergy.com
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Ø Frack sand accounts for 58% of Industrial Sand
volumes
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Ø Construction Sand:
• Utah price ~87% of US national prices
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Selling Price ($ Te-1)

Ø Industrial Sand:
• Predominantly driven by Frack & Well
segment demand
- ~10 – 70% of total Industrial Sand
demand
- Demand driven by oil price
- Price driven by oil price Held flat
over term
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Industrial
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Base Case Net Cumulative Cash Flow
(2021 – 2035 – Unlevered)
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Scenario Analysis Results
Base Case
Scenario

P90

P50

P10

mm bbl

42.2

37.1

44.4

51.6

Contingent
Resources

mm bbl

40.1

35.2

41.7

48.7

Oil Reserves

mm bbl

40.1

35.3

41.7

45.6

Sand Reserves

mm Te

56.5

50.0

58.9

63.7

Pre-Tax NPV(10%)†

$mm

776.8

478.2

701.9

936.6

Post-Tax NPV(10%)†

$mm

563.4

342.4

508.1

681.4

IRR†

%

157%

104%

142%

180%

Risk Capital††

$mm

174.9

175.6

177.9

182.2

Breakeven

Date

Nov 24

Aug 25

Dec 24

Sep 24

Parameter

Units

Technically
Recoverable
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Advisors & Contact Details
TomCo Energy plc
48 Dover Street
London
W1S 4FF
T: +44 (0) 203 823 3635
E: info@tomcoenergy.com
W: www.tomcoenergy.com
IFC Advisory – Investor Relations
Birchin Court, 20 Birchin Lane
London
EC3V 9DU

NOMINATED ADVISER
Strand Hanson Limited

BROKER
Novum Securities Limited

AUDITORS
BDO LLP

REGISTRARS
Computershare Investor Services plc

T: +44 (0) 203 934 6630
E: tomco@investor-focus.co.uk
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Disclaimer
The content of information contained in these slides and any accompanying verbal presentation
(together, the “Presentation”) has not been approved by an authorised person within the
meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). Reliance upon this
Presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to
a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. If any person is in any
doubt as to the contents of this Presentation, they should seek independent advice from a
person who is authorised for the purposes of FSMA and who specialises in advising in
investments of this kind. This Presentation is being supplied to you solely for your information.
This Presentation has been prepared by, and is the sole responsibility of, the directors of TomCo
Energy plc (the “Company”). Those directors have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the
facts stated herein are true to the best of their knowledge, information and belief.
This Presentation does not constitute, or form part of, any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or
any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares in the Company nor shall it
or any part of it, or the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection
with, or act as any inducement to enter into any contract therefore.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this
Presentation or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness thereof, nor is any responsibility
accepted for any errors, misstatements in, or omission from, this Presentation or any direct or
consequential loss however arising from any use of, or reliance on, this Presentation or
otherwise in connection with it.
Some or all of the information contained in the Presentation (and any other information which
may be provided) or any of the terms or other facts relating to the proposed Placing may be
inside information relating to the securities of the Company within the meaning of the Criminal
Justice Act 1993 and the Market Abuse Regulations (EU/596/2014) (“MAR”). Recipients of this
information shall not disclose any of this information to another person or use this information
or any other information to deal, or to encourage another person to deal in the securities of the
Company. Recipients of this information shall ensure that they comply or any person to whom
they disclose any of this information complies with this paragraph and also with MAR and the
FSMA in relation to market abuse. The term “deal” is to be construed in accordance with the
Criminal Justice Act 1993 and the Market Abuse Regulation.
By accepting this Presentation you confirm, represent and warrant that you have consented to
receive inside information (as defined above) and you agree not to deal in any securities of the
Company until such time as such inside information has been made public and until such time
that the Placing has been publicly announced by the Company.
This Presentation may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other
person, or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior consent of the
Company. The contents of this Presentation are confidential and are subject to updating,
completion, revision, further verification and amendment without notice.
The Presentation is being distributed on request only to, and is directed at, authorised persons
or exempt persons within the meaning of FSMA or any order made thereunder or to those
persons falling within the following articles of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (the “Financial Promotion Order”): Investment
Professionals (as defined in Article 19(5)) and High Net Worth Companies (as defined in Article
49(2)). Persons who do not fall within any of these definitions should not rely on this
Presentation nor take any action upon it but should return it immediately to the Company.
This Presentation is exempt from the general restriction in section 21 of FSMA relating to the
communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds
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that it is made only to certain categories of persons. Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it
should be distributed, directly or indirectly, by any means (including electronic transmission) to
any persons with addresses in the United States of America (or any of its territories or
possessions) (together, the “US”), Canada, Japan, Australia, the Republic of South Africa, or the
Republic of Ireland, or to any corporation, partnership or other entity created or organised
under the laws thereof, or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such
distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory requirement. The recipients should
inform themselves about and observe any such requirements or relationship.
The Company’s ordinary shares have not been, and are not expected to be, registered under the
United States Securities Act 1933, as amended, (the “US Securities Act”) or under the securities
laws of any other jurisdiction, and are not being offered or sold, directly or indirectly, within or
into the US, Canada, Japan, Australia, the Republic of South Africa or the Republic of Ireland or
to, or for the account or benefit of, any US persons or any national, citizen or resident of the US,
Canada, Japan, Australia , the Republic of South Africa or the Republic of Ireland, unless such
offer or sale would qualify for an exemption from registration under the US Securities Act
and/or any other applicable securities laws.
This Presentation or documents referred to in it contain forward-looking statements. These
statements relate to the future prospects developments and business strategies of the
Company and its subsidiaries (the “Group”). Forward-looking statements are identified by the
use of such terms as “believe”, “could”, “envisage”, “estimate”, “potential”, “intend”, “may”,
“plan”, “will” or the negative of those, variations or comparable expressions, including
references to assumptions. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation are
based on current expectations and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by those statements. If one or more
of these risks or uncertainties materialises, or if underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the
Group’s actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected. Given
these risks and uncertainties, potential investors should not place any reliance on forwardlooking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this
Presentation.
No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, expressed or implied, is made or
given by or on behalf of the Company, Strand Hanson Ltd “Strand”) or any of their respective
directors, officers, partners, employees or advisers or any other person as to the accuracy or the
completeness of the information or opinions contained herein and to the extent permitted by
law no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or opinions.
Notwithstanding the aforesaid, nothing in this paragraph shall exclude liability for any
representation or warranty made fraudulently.
Strand, who are regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority, act only
for the Company in relation to the Placing and are not acting for or advising any other person or
treating any other person as its customer in relation thereto and will not be responsible for
providing the protections afforded to their customers or for advising any other person in
relation to the matters contained herein or on any matters concerning the Placing. No
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Strand as to the contents of this
Presentation and, without limiting the statutory rights of any person to whom this Presentation
is issued, no liability whatsoever is accepted by Strand for the accuracy of any information or
opinions contained in this Presentation or for the omission of any material information for
which the directors of the Company are solely responsible.
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